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FLEXIGLASS FITTING MANUAL - SECTION 1.2F 

HOLDEN COMMODORE VE PREMIUM CANOPY FIT ISSA1 

MATERIALS & PARTS REQUIRED FIT KIT

Part No. Description Qty.

BKT570L&R Bracket Canopy Mounting VE 1 Pr

BLTCHZP850 Bolt & Nut Cup Head ZP 8x50mm 2 of

BLTCHZP860 Bolt & Nut Cup Head ZP 8x60mm 4 of

SCRHHSS830 Screw Set Hex Head S/S 8x30mm 6 of

WSH220 Washer 5/16 X 3/4 Flat 12 of

WSH280 Washer M8 ZP Spring 6 of

NUT8N Nut Nyloc M8 6 of

BLK100 Block Mounting Plastic 6 of

TAPE200 Tape Foam 4205 Truck 3.5m

TAPE140 Tape All Weather Clear 4m

SEAL220 Silicon Black 0.25

CON130 Connector Quick 4 of

CONF100 Connector Bullet Female 4of

CONM120 Connector Bullet Male 4 of

WIRE100 Wire 3MM Twin 100 mtr 2m

TUB140 Tubing 10MM Convoluted (100M) 0.2m

GRO10 Grommets 2 of

Adhesive insulation tape As req'

WIRE500 Flexiglass wiring harness kit. 1

GENERAL FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

1 Place canopy on a stand so that the underside of the 

base rails are acessible.

2 Place the six BLK100 mount blocks centrally over the 

slotted holes.

3 Use a 3/8" drill bit to drill each block using the slots as 

a guide. Mark the blocks so that they can be returned 

to the correct position later.

4 Attach the TAPE200 to the under side of the base rails. 

See ILL 1 & 2.

●  Electricians "snake"

●  Insulated pliers

●  Screwdrivers (various)

●  10mm drill bit

●  Toledo cable strippers

●  Wurth Cable strippers

●  Terminal pliers (Wurth)

Familiarise yourself with the instruction before you start to ensure you are clear on all aspects of the fit

SAFETY EQUIPMENT

● Hearing protection as required

● Eye protection as required

TOOLS REQUIRED

● Hand or pneumatic socket driver.

● T-45 Torx drive bit

● 13mm socket

● Pliers

● Cable stripper/crimper

●  Side cutters.

● Pneumatic hand drill, 10mm capacity

● 2 point Phillips head screwdriver

● 10mm drill bit

● 1/4" screw driver

1 

2 

Tape along outside 
edge of slotted 

holes  

Extend tape on to bulb. 
Approx 40mm 
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ELECTRICAL WIRE STRIPPING SAFETY PROCEDURE

It is Flexiglass policy that the use of combination electrical cutting/crimping and stripping pliers be 

restricted to cutting and crimping use only.

It is a documented fact that the use of these pliers can cause personal injury due to the fact that they

are reliant upon holding the cable in one hand while pulling with the pliers with the opposite hand. Any 

attachments to the gripped end can be pulled into and through the palm of the gripping hand causing

injury.

The single hand action strippers are to be used at all times for stripping cable ends ready for joining or 

connecting.

Two types of cable strippers are recommended, one operates with the pliers at 90° to the cable (2) the 

other operates in-line with the cable (3).

The tool in ILL 2 is a generaly stronger and harder wearing item but the other is very useful for getting 

to cables in restricted space, it is therefore recommended that both types be available.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

1 Squeeze handles sufficiently to bring the lever

jaws together. Lay cable between stripping jaws  

as shown in ILL 4. 

Note:

There should be no necessity to strip more than 

10mm of sheathing from the cable end for any 

of the connectors used by Flexiglass. If for any 

reason a longer stripped end is required, do it 

in repeated 10mm bites, the pieces can then 

be slid off the end using the fingers.

Cutting 1 

Crimping 

Do not use 

2 

Toledo brand name 

3 

Wurth brand name 

4 
Gripping jaw 

Stripping jaw 
Lever jaws 
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2 Continue squeezing the handles together to 

engage the gripping and stripping jaws.

3 Increase the pressure slightly as you continue 

to squeeze. The stripping jaws will then move 

indipendantly of the pliers cutting and stripping 

the end of the wire until with a sharp click both 

sets of jaws will automaticaly disengage.

4 The Wurth pliers are simpler in operation. 

After placing the cable in the "V" of the bottom jaw,

ILL 7, squeeze the handles together.  

The squeezing action brings the jaws together and

forces the bottom jaw forward both cutting and

pulling the sheath from the cable.

See ILL 8 & 9.

5 

6 

8 

9 

Bottom jaw  
moves forward 

7 Place in  
bottom jaw 
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WIRE500 FITTING INSTRUCTION

Engine bay veiw

1 Pass an electricians snake down through

 the engine bay, keep it as close to the 

chassis as possible and avoid moving 

parts such as steering extensions and 

linkages. See ILL 2.

2 Remove fuse from its holder and keep 

safe.

3 Remove electrical tape from the junction of

fuse holder and convoluted conduit to allow more of the earth line to become available.

4 Convert the terminals into spade terminals by the use of a pair of side cutters. See ILL 3.

5 Slacken the battery terminals sufficiently 

to allow the spade terminals to be slid 

under the clamp nuts then re-tighten. 

See ILL 4.

6 Re-wrap the conduit/fuse holder with 

electrical tape and extend back down the 

conduit to secure the earth line.

7 Tie the conduit to a couple of fixtures 

close to the battery to prevent it over 

tensioning the terminals whilst being run 

along the chassis.

1 2 

3 Remove tape 
from here Convert 

terminals 

4 

Earth line 

Power line 
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8 Use any available service brackets, on the chassis,

to run the cable to the rear of the vehicle, See ILL

5,6 & 7. If there are none available then use cable 

ties provided.

Note:

Do not tie cable to brake lines and avoid exhaust

system. Do not pass cable through wheel wells

where it can be struck by debris thrown from the 

tyres.

9 The harness is easily passed up through the body

and into the tail lamp recess. See Photo 8.

10 Scotch lock the white line to the brake lamp wire

and the accompanying  black wire to the earth 

lead of the lamp.

11 In the top corner of the well body rear corner,

adjacent to the position of the canopy wiring when

fitted, drill a 10mm (3/8") diameter hole.

12 Fit the rubber grommet from the harness kit into

this hole.

5 6 

7 

8 
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13 One at a time, carefully thread the three 

wire ends with the terminals pre-attached 

through the hole in the grommet. 

See ILL 9.

14 Carefully loop up the harness and tie it to

the lamp wiring with either electrical tape

or cable ties, ensure that it is short 

enough not to form a loop coming out of 

the vehicle underbody when the tail lamp

cluster is re-fitted.

15 Proceed with the fitment of the canopy to

the tub.

Note: The following stage can be carried

out prior to fitting the canopy to the 

vehicle if desired.

16 Take the two figure eight wires from their

location behind the door frame and split

them into four separate wires for about

100mm above the canopy base rail.

17 Take the two earth leads (red/black,

interior light and black, brake light) and 

join them as shown in ILL 10 then trim 

one of them to give a single earth wire.

18 Slide a weather seal onto each wire with

the small diameter section towards the 

end of the wire.

9 Grommet Loop spare cable  
and secure to  

existing lamp cables 

Three wires  
with terminals 

10 Two earth  
wires joined 

Trim off one, to  
leave single wire 
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FITTING OF DEUTZCH STYLE TERMINALS

19 Attach a male terminal to the end of each

wire with the correct crimping tool. Ensure

the seal is firmly crimped in place so that 

it can't be pushed back up the wire when

inserting the terminals into the connectors.

Do not damage the terminal locking recess or

the terminal will not remain in the housing when

the two parts of the snap connector are pushed

together.

A 
Top of pliers 

Terminal sits here 

Weather seal  
out of shot 

B 

3 
2 1 

Terminal must  
be kept flat 

Crimp 1 

Top veiw 

C 

D Move terminal 
forward to crimp 2,  
do not allow to twist 

E Move terminal  
forward to crimp 3,  
do not allow to twist 

F All crimps must be in line or 
terminal will  

not push into housing 

Male terminal 
Locking recess 
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20 Insert the earth leads into the two parts of the 

connectors. Use the sockets at the end of the locator

and slot and opposite the snap catch. See ILL 11.

Note: Careful attention must be paid to the

orientation of the locking recess of the terminals.

On the female terminal (shown) the recess is on the

opposite side to the crimiping lugs, on the male it is

on the same side.

Therefore use the snap catch as a reference and fit

females with the crimp away from the catch and on

the other connector insert the male terminals with

the crimp facing it.

21 Insert the wires in the tub with the female connectors

into the remaining two holes in the connector body.

22 Fit the two parts of the connector body together and 

insert the remaining two male terminals into the holes

opposite the corresponding wires, ie black to white and

red to red. See ILL 12.  

23 Cut a small piece of convoluted conduit to cover the 

exposed wires from the grommet and tuck the canopy

wires back into the door frame channel as shown.
12 

13 

11 

Female terminal 
Locking recess 

Earth 

Interior power 

Brake power 

Locator recess 

Weather seal 

Snap catch 
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS (cont…)

5 Fit the BKK570 R&L to the base rails with

the two BLTCHZP850 cuphead bolts at the 

rear and the four BLTCHZP860 at the 

centre and front. Tighten finger tight only. 

Note: The large slotted hole in each 

bracket goes towards the rear of the 

canopy.

6 Remove access panel at right rear of tub. 

See ILL 3.

7 Feed WIRE100 through between liner and 

rear corner. See ILL 4.

8 Tap one earth return into one of the body 

earth lines. See ILL 5.

9 Tap the other earth return into the initial 

line.

10 Connect the interior lamp live line to the 

brown wire and the brake to the blue wire.

4 

BOLTM830 
WSH280 
WSH220 

3 

 Wiring Access Panel 

Load tie downs BKT570R 

Body Earth 

Brake Lamp 

Earth Return 
Two 

Earth Return 
One 

Blue Brake Lamp 

Brown Interior Lamp 

5 
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11 Lift the canopy on to the vehicle, being 

careful not to cause  damage with the 

mount brackets hanging down. Position it 

with the outer rail front end 100-105mm 

forward of the coaming rail end. See ILL 6.

12 Ensure the canopy is square and central 

then use a whiteboard marker to mark the 

cab around the front seal of the canopy. 

See ILL 7.

13 Slide canopy rear ward until the fixing 

brackets prevent further movement 

(about 100 - 150mm).

14 Remove the cab gutter covers and build a 

silicon dam across each gutter in line with 

the marks. Replace covers.

15 Fill the joints at the edges of the gutters, 

over the dams with more silicon and tool 

smooth.

16 Fix a strip of clear TAPE140 along the 

mark over the cab, take it all the way down 

to the joint between the panel and plastic 

fairing each side.

17 Fix a second strip of TAPE140 butted up to 

the rear of the first and ending at each 

corner.

18 Wipe the bulb seal rubber off with IPA 

wipes.

19 Slide the canopy forward to its original 

position.

20 Working inside the vehicle push a 2 point 

Philips head screwdriver through the top  

front hole of the BKT570 and into the hole 

in the body. See ILL 8.

21 Lever the front of the bracket until it is 

possible to fit the centre tie down in place 

and screw in by hand using the 

SCRHHSS830 set screw with a plain and 

spring washer. Repeat on the other side  

of the vehicle.

22 Use the screwdriver under the coaming lip to now lever the front of the bracket down until the front tie

down can be fitted and the set screw and washers hand tightened. Repeat on the other side of the 

vehicle.

 

23 Fit the rear tie down in place and secure on both sides of the vehicle.

24 Fully tighten all six SCRHHSS830 set screws.

6 

Outer Rail Front End 

 Coaming Rail End  

7 

 Canopy front 
profile line 

Roof gutter 
cover Roof gutter 

Build silicon 
dam here 

2nd strip here 

8 
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25 Check the position of the canopy as per ILL 9.

26 Tighten the rear bolts ensuring that the canopy   

is centred and that the tailgate top corners 

clear or just brush the underside of the plastic

corner caps. 

27 Check door closure, the plastic moulding on the 

door should only be touching the tailgate lightly.

If it is too tight or too loose the bolts will have to 

be loosened and the canopy readjusted.

28 With the door adjustment correct and the rear

bolts tightened, tighten the centre mount bolts

then complete tightening the front and rear,

pulling the rail into contact with the bracket

first, then until the tape is squeezed down.

29 Check for any visible gaps elsewhere and seal 

with silicon accordingly.

30 Trim canopy wiring to length and connect to 

wires fitted in items 6 - 10.

31 Check function of both lights and if correct replace plastic access panel.

32 Attach a strip of TAPE180 3mm truck tape along the inside edge of the plastic skirt on the rear door to 

prevent chaffing.

9 

Align back faces 
of frame and  

tail gate 
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